**IOM LIBYA UPDATE**
16-30 November 2019

**VOLUNTARY HUMANITARIAN RETURN (SO FAR IN 2019)**
8,946 MIGRANTS RETURNED TO 31 COUNTRIES ACROSS AFRICA & ASIA
- **80%** Male, **20%** Female
- **7,070** Returnees
- **1,876** Medical Cases
- **369** UHC

**MARITIME UPDATE (SO FAR IN 2019)**
8,613 MIGRANTS RETURNED TO LIBYAN SHORE
- **584** Females, **7,637** Males, **392** Children, **219** Missing, **83** Bodies Retrieved

**ITALY**
10,707 ARRIVALS TO ITALY
- **695** Recorded Deaths

**DIRECT HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE (SO FAR IN 2019)**
- **35,387** Internally Displaced Persons
- **22,177** Migrants
- **26** Detention Centres
- **34** IDPs/Returnees Communities
- **5** Hospitals
- **17** Migrants Urban Areas & Disembarkation Points

Disclaimer: Figures based on updates from Libyan Coast Guard Security, Libyan Red Crescent and other implementing partners. DTM findings on migrants also include persons who originate from countries producing migrants. Figures on maritime incidents in Libya are estimates based on initial reports at the time of each incident, and are regularly updated as more information becomes available.
ASSISTANCE TO MIGRANTS AND LIBYAN COMMUNITIES
16-30 November 2019

The Protection team carried out 23 vulnerability assessments (19 male and 04 female), including 15 child assessments. In this period, the team distributed hygiene kits to 4 migrants from Somalia at IOM Tripoli Office. The Alternatives to Detention programme assisted 6 migrants with accommodation through a host family.

The Community Stabilization unit in Sabha handed over the Al Thanawiya Local Council building, the Al Qahira and Omar Almukhtar schools to contractors to begin rehabilitation. The prefab class room and anatomy lab at the Al Hawari Mental Health Hospital in Benghazi was completed with staff preparing for the formal handover. The Omar Almukhtar school sunshade in Sabha has also nearly been completed and will be handed over this next week. Work continues on the roof of the Benghazi boys school, the Sukura Social Hall, Al Nasirya and Hajara Public Health clinics Almahdiya Football pitch, the Al Thanawiya Local Council building, the Al Qahira and 13 water well sites in Sabha. An electricity generator, ACs and a drug refrigerator were delivered and installation commenced at the Faakat Public Clinic in Benghazi and another power generator was delivered to the wastewater station in Qatroun.

During the second half of November 2019, IOM medical interventions benefitted 1,749 migrants and IDPs (1484 migrants and 265 IDPs) in 12 locations. Patients also received complementary drugs and supplements during the medical visits. Health team referred 34 cases to hospitals and clinics for diagnostic of inpatient care. Also, 593 migrants were screened by the medical team at 4 RAS operations in Tripoli DP and Alhameda DP.

SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE CLASHES IN TRIPOLI
(April 2019)

Round 26(June - July 2019)

IDPs 301,407
8% Minors

RETURNEES 447,025
92% Adults

MIGRANTS 655,144
87% Men
13% Women

Migrants are in urban areas in Tripoli

Migrants are in detention centres (as of 30 July)

Individuals displaced from south Tripoli due to ongoing clashes
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